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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
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Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 34872 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bezero
It is a word of the Basque language that means client, user.

bezo
It means lip thickness, belfo, buz, morrobelfo, snout and Horn.  Meaty which rises beside a wound when it heals.

bélgica
It means land of the Belgians a people of Celtic descent.  Name of a country of the European Union, whose capital is
Brussels.  Spanish name of the Kingdom of Belgium.  European NATO host country. 

bénincase
benincase is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Benincase; No tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It is the same
white gourd, Chinese gourd or pumpkin of the wax.  Its scientific name is Benincasa hispida, from the Cucurbitaceae
family.

béntico
It is a type of organism that lives at the bottom of the sea (Plant or animal), or at the bottom of a lake or lagoon. 
Bentonic, which is bentos.  demersal, benthic, abyssal, batial.  It means from the background, from the depth.

bharat
It is the name given to India (the country) in several indigenous languages or dialects.  It means that he descends, is a
successor to, or relates to, Bharata, a legendary Hindu emperor.  Hindostan .  Named after a 2019 film by Ali Abbas
Zafar ( Genre Drama ) . 

bhujia
It is a dish from the North of India consisting of French fries and onion rings, and it is used as an aperitif.  It is also the
name of Aloo Bhujia.

biabor
It's a kind of posters, cards or memes to express affection.  You may be asking about biobor.  If so, it is an additive that
is applied to hydrocarbons in order to eliminate the presence of microorganisms (fungi and bacteria). 

bianacas
Name of an indigenous Colombian tribe of the Department of Vaupés. 

bianconera
In Italian, which combines black and white stripes or stripes.  It combines the colors black and white.  Way of referring to
the shirts of the Italian teams Juventus and Udinese . 

bianual
It means that it means it happens twice a year.  It is not the same as biennial, which means that every biennium
happens or is repeated, which happens or is repeated every two years. 



biaticos
The correct term is viativos, with v.   They are monies awarded to an employee for travel expenses or expenses of
Commission outside his city's work.  It is also an additional fee which is paid out wages, employees who must travel in
Commission out of place of work, ordered by their employer.

biberón
In Colombia bottle, bottle, bottle, nipple.  Container that babies receive their food.

bibi
In Colombia it is used as a podium of Bibiana.  It is the stage name of a Korean singer, whose full name is Kim Hyong
Seo.

bibí
In Colombia it is used as apocope of Bibiana.  It means the smallest and is of Celtic origin.  It is Variant Viviana.  It is the
pseudonym of a great artist and Spanish caricaturist, born in Palma de Mayorca and whose name is Josep Antoni
Bibiloni Palmer.  It was also the nickname of Antoni Josep Bibiloni Palmer (father of cartoonist), who was a soccer
player for Club Atlético Baleares.  It is also the nickname that have Benjamín Netanyahu, Prime Minister of Israel, his
detractors.  It is also the name of a herbaceous plant of leaden blue flowers which has medicinal uses, and is edible.  Its
scientific name is Herbetia stricta and belongs to the family Iridaceae.  It is endemic to Argentina.

biblimancia
It is more appropriate to use the term bibliomancy.  It is a type of divinatory procedure that is performed by means of the
interpretation of a passage from a randomly opened book. 

bibliofago
bibliofago is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Bibliofago; With tilde )"being its meaning:<br>It's a colloquial
way by means of which we designed in Colombia a very studious person, that the love to read much. Technologically it's
dining room of books. We also tend to say mouse library or cuadernicolas.

bibliofobia
Hatred or fear of books.  Rejection of books and therefore reading. 

bibliomancia
It's a way of interpreting the future, reading a passage from a book that opens randomly.  Many of those who practice it
use for example a Bible. 

bibliófilo
It means friend, lover or book buff.  In Colombia, a person very dedicated to the study and colloquially he is called a
booklet or library mouse.

bibliólata
A person who collects books, but has read very little on them.  Person who appears erudition accumulating books. 
Bibliopata is the person who collects books for obsession.

biblos



Byblos is incorrectly written and should be written as "Biblos ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Byblos ( 41 own name;.  Ancient Phoenician city of great link with Egypt.  Also received the names of Gubla ( in
cuneiform texts ) and Gebal ( 41 Bible;  Program of education and use of books at the Universidad Javeriana in Bogotá. 
Books.

biblu
Biblu is a term that generally refers to a man sick, eccentric and funny. He often makes jokes about the mothers of the
people, but also of homosexual persons and persons who act as stupid.

bibosa
It is a term of Latin origin that means absorbing, thirsty, greedy for water. Bibosus, bibosum.

bibras
It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  It can mean powerful, powerful, strong or high energy.  Name of the Israel national
team footballer, whose full name is Bibras Nakhko.  He also has Serbian nationality.  He plays for Partizan .  

bic
Name of a French company or company whose main product is popular consumption sphericals.  It is of a family order
and is listed on the Paris Stock Exchange.  It was the acronym of a defunct Bank in Colombia (Banco Industrial
Colombiano), it was absorbed by the current Banco de Colombia.  It is also the acronym of "Welfare and Collective
Interest", a type of companies or societies that have been emerging around the world that in addition to the financial and
social ingredients, include the environmental aspect.  New generation of financial corporations. 

bicarbonato de soda
It is a white powder, salty flavor.  It is the name of one of the sodium salts.  It is widely used in bakery, pastry and is
essential for powder extinguishers.  It is used to manufacture gas and medicine to neutralize the action of acids (Burns)
and control the acidity.  Its chemical formula is NaHCO3.  Soda.

biceversa
biceversa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Vice versa" being its meaning:<br>Adverb of manner, which
means on the contrary, on the other hand, exchanged two things in the opposite direction. Thing, saying or action
contrary to what logically should be or happen. Promptly means that in both orders, the message not be anther.

bicha
It is a way of referring to a snake or a snake.  It's also a way of calling a cow.  Very ugly woman.  Catfish, gurre.  It's
another way of referring to a contagious disease. 

bichara
It is the name of a Palestinian expert on Arab culture and its relations with Europe.  Bichara Khader is called.  He is a
Professor of the University of Louvain.  In the Peru is the name of a lens and is a surname.

bichará
It is a term used in Brazil and some parts of Argentina.  It means pellón.  It is a wool fabric placed between the Chair and
the horse with the intention of protecting it and not to hurt him.  The term is very used in Rio Grande do Sul.



bichán
It is an anglicism that comes from the big words champ (Grand Champion), of the baseball jargon.  Dominican used
synonymously with boastful, fantoche, vain.  It also means living well, affluent, rich, wealthy, solvent.

biche
In Colombia it means green, immature, early, early, early, early.

bichectomía
It is the extraction of Bichat bags or balls.  In other words is the removal of fat bags from the cheeks or cheeks.  It is a
plastic and aesthetic surgery to sink the cheeks and profile the face.

bichi
Bichi is the nickname of Argentine soccer player named Claudio Borghi.  Bichi means naked, I empeloto, bare, vitilingo,
strong.

bichicoris
They are also called dried pumpkin.  They are pieces of pumpkin, Sun-dried.  Dehydrated pumpkin.  You can rehydrate
and weather with egg.  It is typical in Coahuila and Sonora.

bichito
Diminutive of bug .  Small bug (animal or insect).  In Colombia it also means intimate and deep feeling.  Desire, longing,
or issue that affects us momentarily.   Passion or passing taste.  Fashion. 

bicho
In Colombia you mean insect, pest.  Harmful animal.

bicho torito
It is one of the common names of a coleopter well known as a husk or rhino.  Its scientific name is Diloboderus abderus
and belongs to the family Scarabaeidae ( beetles).  It is harmful to many crops.  Only the male has horns or horns.  

bichola
In Mexico means involved, empelote, naked, viringo.  Also right there, it's a way to call the male sex organ.

bicholo
Mean empeloto, vitilingo, no clothes, nude, encuerado.

bichos
Plural of Bug.  In Colombia, it means insect, plague.  Harmful Animal.  In a colloquial way in bullfighting, it means bulls.

bichota
Augmentative and female bug, which in Colombia can be any animal.  Big bug.  In the Llanos de Casanare a large cow
or also a large snake (boa or anaconda) is called a bug.  It is one of the ways to call the singer Carol G, therefore bug
would also mean big woman.  Name of a song by that same Colombian singer whose real name is Carolina Giraldo
Navarro. 



bichotita
It is diminutive of bichota.  It means bold, risky, reckless, brave.

bichuela
bichuela is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bean" being its meaning:<br>It is a familiar or colloquial way of
referring to the beans. It is a plant belonging to the legumes and there are many varieties. The 40 bean; Phaseolus
vulgaris ) also called bean, bean, bean, chingadilla, Jewish grain, pocha, faba, pea, bean or bean. The 40 bean;
Phaseolus coccineus ) also called bean, ayecote, or Jewish. The 40 bean; Phaseolus vulgaris ) also known as green
beans or green beans; green bean vainita.

bichuela
bichuela is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bean" being its meaning:<br>It is a familiar or colloquial way of
referring to the beans. It is a plant belonging to the legumes and there are many varieties. The 40 bean; Phaseolus
vulgaris ) also called bean, bean, bean, chingadilla, Jewish grain, pocha, faba, pea, bean or bean. The 40 bean;
Phaseolus coccineus ) also called bean, ayecote, or Jewish. The 40 bean; Phaseolus vulgaris ) also known as green
beans or green beans; green bean vainita.

bici senda
It is the same as cyclovia, established or bikeway.  This term is used mostly in Spain.

bicicarril
In Colombia, a cyclovia is intended for one-way strip only for circulation of biciusuarios (cyclists).  They are usually
established on roads already built and are separated by vertical separators.  Different bike path that is the temporary
destination of vehicular recreational cycling routes, usually days Sundays and public holidays and at a given time).  The
cycling routes, are designed exclusively for bicycle circulation routes but are built outside (independent) the vehicular
way.

bicicleta
It is the name of a two-wheeled vehicle that is driven with pedals.  We also call it cicla, bici or chiva. 

bicicletero
It is a place where bicycles are kept. They are generally of two kinds: there are some that are on the floor, to stand
upright bicycles, one of the tires is threaded in a bow and placed you security. There are others in which bicycles are
hung on a hook. In Colombia we also say bike rack to a narrow pants and sleeves that reach halfway through the leg,
which the women used to make sport ( especially for cycling ).

bicicochero
In Colombia is rickshaw driver.  Bike driver that has been adapted with a small body and chairs to provide public
transport in an informal way.  Bicitaxista.

bicicross
It is a sport that was born in California in 1969, pretending to emulate motocross, but cycling.  You can do tricks in the
air and place the foot on Earth, it is obviously not the purpose, because this is the speed or achieve the shortest time on
track.  The track is about 300 meters and has bumps, camber, obstacles and curves.  An initial platform tilted as impulse
area is currently used.  The wheels of the bikes are small.  The sport also is known as BMX.  It is different from
mountain biking, cyclo-cross and Down Hill, which are to field cross-country.



bicilindrico
The correct term is cylindrical, always with tilde.  It means it has two cylinders or two pistons. 

bicilíndrico
It means it has two cylinders or pistons.  Two-time engine, used on some bikes. 

bicipatrullero
Police who patrol on bike and on the cycle routes.   Police officer who protects the biciusuarios in the bicirrutas or bike
paths.

bicisenda
Bike trail.  It can be considered as a synonym for ciclovía or cicloruta.  It is most commonly used to indicate specialized
veredal routes for bicycle travel.  Paths or paths veredales or rural for bicycles.  They usually don't have any kind of
material and are only ground. 

biciusuario
The biciusuario is a person who uses a bicycle as means of transport to their study or work.  It has become more
common since the public bicycle service, because otherwise simply cyclists would call.  It is also biciusuario who moves
bicycling along a bicycle or a cyclovia.

bicoca
Any tell of little value, little, little.  Little, little, trivial, triviality, insignificance, furrufalla, borrufalla, pendejada, rubbish,
trinket, Goody.

bicromo
It means bicolor.  It has two colors.

bicycle
It is a word from the English language that means bicycle, cycle, bike.  Synonymous bike . 

bide
bidet is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bide." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is bidet Bidet.  It is a
type of female intimate hygiene health Cup.  It is a word of French origin.

bidente
Succession was the name of a very ancient weapon consisting of a long rod or pole, and at the end had a blade-shaped
Crescent or double-headed.  It means having two teeth.  SEER with v, means that view, having hallucinations, which
aims to see the future.

bidet
It is a sanitary attachment that allows the baths or washing intimate sitting.  In Colombia are tells Bidet or bidet health
Cup which allows intimate washes a seated woman.  It is a word of French origin.  Sitting intimate wash Cup.

bidé



In Colombia it tells bidet or Bidet health Cup that allows a woman to intimate washing.  It is a word of French origin. 
Intimate wash Cup.

bido
It is a fictional character from Dragon Ball Z, played by the Japanese Hisao Egawa.  It is one of the four Galactic pirates.
 Bido (or conceived) Music is a company dedicated to selling, control and program music to music stores and
commercial establishments.  Name platform to raise and control the public disclosure of music).  It works by
subscription.  It has headquarters in Bogota.  It is the name of a musical group and a Japanese musical album.

bidoncillo
Small drum, bidon doiminutive.  Packaging, usually plastic that is used to transport liquids.  Botilito . 

bidón
It is usually a container of plastic that is used to transport liquids and especially fuel.  In Colombia it is synonymous with
Pimpina, talambuco, calambuco.  They generally have a 5 gallon capacity, although some come to 55 (the capacity of a
container).

biela
Mechanical metal part or arm that connects the crankshaft and the piston of an engine.  It can also be a cog in a string. 
Cog wheel that makes it easy to convert a linear motion in one rotary transmitting it to a shaft.  Mechanical part.  Some
also say you crank to the Rodeo ring, court or an indoor rink, especially to a basketball court.

bielda
Action and effect of beldar .  Tool used to separate and throw straw into stables.  Tool to outpersell the mieses. 

bieldo
It is the same as a rake.  It is a tool of tillage, conformed by a rope and one end with four or more teeth.  It serves to
separate the straw from the grain.  It is also called trincho or fork.  In some parts of Spain they call it biergo.

bielgo
It is the same as a rake.  It is a tillage tool, consisting of a rope and an end with four or more teeth.  It serves to separate
the chaff from the grain.  It is also called trincho or trinche.  In some parts of Spain they call it biergo. 

bielka
In Slovak language it means white .  There is in Polish the name Vielka, which means great, exalted, superior,
magnificent. 

bienal
It means that every biennium happens or is repeated.  It happens or is repeated every two years.  It's not the same as
biannual, which means it happens twice a year. 

bienaventurado
A person blessed and protected by God.  Happy, happy, lucky, favored, joyful, happy, blessed, Holy, candido.



bienes diversos
It means that wealth is represented in multiple object values, which can be real estate, vehicles, financial, land, actions,
etc. Properties, wealth.

bienes mostrencos
It refers to the property that its owner is unknown or that still has not been defined who belong.  Indefinite.

bienio
It is a period of time equivalent to two years.  It can also be used as a synonym for bisanuo or bisanual . 

bienudo
Person of a socially elevated position.  Person who appears to be from high society.  A person who owns many goods. 
Wealthy person or person of good socioeconomic position.  Rich, buoyant.  Person who appears to be wealthy. 

bienvestir
It is the right and elegant way of dressing.

biercol
It is one of the common names of the scientific name plant Calluna vulgaris of the family Ericaceae.  It also receives the
common names of arganite, argagna, bierzo, brezina heather, brecina, pacifier.  It was formerly used to make brooms to
sweep.  It grows on barren soils and has medicinal uses.  It's one of Bach's so-called Flowers. 

bierzo
It is a way of calling a territory that makes parts of the Province of León, in Spain.  The name of a fabric that is woven in
that same region. 

biezgo
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also called yezgo.  Honeydog, Jambu, Lesser Elderberry or Zihaurri.  Its
scientific name Sambucus ebulus and belongs to the family Adoxaceae. 

biércol
It is one of the common names of three different plants.  They are also called heather or brecin.  All are from the same
family ( Ericaceae ) although one of the scientific name Calluna vulgaris is of the genus Calluna and the other two are of
the genus Erica and their scientific names are Erica cinerea and Erica vagans.  They grow in acidic soils and have
medicinal uses.

biérgol
It is a kind of rake that is used to blow out hay.  Bieldo.  snher.  Name of a tool in Extremadura .

bifaz
Double-sided.  Tape that it sticks on both sides.  Handaxe is a kind of tape that has Glue on both sides.

bife
The correct term is steak, or bifet.  In Colombia steak or bifet, is a piece of furniture with drawers where are stored the



dishes, glasses, cups, cutlery and all the necessary for a dining room.  It is a gallicism.  In the South of the continent say
you steak to a slice of beef (comes from the words beef steak or steak).  They also use it as a synonym for slap, slap,
slap.  It is also the blister or inflammation of the buttocks caused by the mounted on horseback.

bifora
You can ask for biphora.  It means it has two bodies or windows.  Window of two openings or two bodies.  two-----a-shee
or birating window.  Ajimez.  In Botany is the name of a genus of plants, annual herbaceous plants belonging to the
family Apiaceae.

big-bang
It's the name of a theory about the origin of the universe.  It's an English term that translates big explosion. 

biga
Firm sourdough of Italian origin.  Horse-drawn cart.  Team.  Carriage, carriage . 

bigarda
It means lazy, idle, lazy, lazy.  Person or woman who does nothing.

bigardi
It is a surname in Brazil.  Last name Pedro Antonio Bigardi, engineer, Brazilian political and university teacher, who
plays in the Partido Obrero.

bigardo
Useless person, who does nothing.  Lazy, lazy, idle, lazy, lazy.

bignonia rosa
It is the common name of a vine that is an ornamental plant.  It is also called Pandora's shrub, trumpets.  It belongs to
the family Bignoniaceae and its scientific name is Podranea ricasoliana. 

bigos
It is the plural of Bigo.  It is considered the national dish of Poland, although it is also typical in Lithuania.  It is based on
cabbage like sauerkraut and sour.

bigote mostacho
They are synonymous with bozo.  Hair or hairs growing preferably in adult men, between the nose and the upper lip. 
Long mustache hairs of the extreme curving upwards.

biguases
Biguases or bigoques, is the name of a seabird.  It is the name given in the Southern Cone of South America to a
seabird.  They also call it a, needle duck or cormorant.  It is also called cotúa.  Its scientific name is Phalacrocorax
brasilianus and belongs to the family Phalacrocoracidae .

biharí
It means a native, resident, or the State of Bihar, in the India-related.  It is also a group of tribal languages in the same



region.

bihunu
In Japanese mythology it is one of the names given to demons or yimas.  There are also among others Jorogomu,
Nyngio, Juubi and Bije.  It usually looks human with animal parts and differs greatly from monsters (or monstrous
animals) like Keiju, Kaiju or Gotzilla. 

biia
It is one of the names common and endemic which receives the tree Prosopis juliflora, also called Trupillos, cujis, aipias,
or mesquite.  They are of the family Fabaceae.

bija
Colombia is one of the names given in the Orinoco to a tree, also known as bixa, urucú, onoto, annatto, rocu.  Its
scientific name is Bixa orellana and belongs to the family Bixaceae.  Of the extracted a red dye of ancestral and
industrial applications.

bijagua
It is the name of a plant's scientific name Calathea lutea, belonging to the family Marantaceae.  He is known by the
common names of bijao, bijau, bijahua, cachibu and cachibu of Caracas.  Its leaves are used to wrap tamales and
zarapas.  It is the name of a city in the North of Costa Rica (Bijagua de Upala) and in Colombia there are several places
called Bijagual (Antioquia, Magdalena, Boyaca and Casanare).

bijugo
In Portuguese it is a cart pulled by two horses.

bika
In Mexico it is a thick frame bike, also called in Mexico and Colombia bike.  donkey or baker (it is widely used for
transporting food or boxes).  Woman's name used in Nepal and of Hindu origin.  Name of a furniture company from
Medellín, created by Mrs. Bika Shresjka of Nepali origin.  Name of a house of therapies and massages in Madrid, whose
owner is Bika Shrestha.  Name of the sixth son of the king of Marwar, a region of India, called Rao Jodha.  In his
government he created the city and state of Bikaner in India (Bikaner means Camp or settlement of Bika).  Bika is a
name that is used interchangeably in men and women. 

bikini
Women's tiny two-piece swimsuit.  Today is also known as bikini just in underwear or used by women as inside tiny
braga.  Thong. Atoll of the Marshall Islands famous for gringas nuclear tests.

bikol
It is a group of languages spoken in the central part of the Philippines, in the Peninsula of Bikol or Bicol on the island of
Luzon.

bilateral
It means that it is on both sides.  On both sides.  That is located in both parts or aspects that are considered.  Mutual,
double, reciprocal. 



bilateridad
bilateridad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bilateralism" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
bilateralism. You want to say or to both sides, or for both parties. From two sides.

bilbainadas
You want to say it's something custom or of children born or resident in Bilbao.  Typical genre of Vizcaya.  Annual
competition carrying Radio Nervion from 30 years ago.

bilbao
It is a word of the Basque language that means people from below.  It is the name of a city in Spain, capital of the
Province of Biscay.  Name of a neighborhood in Madrid and a Metro Station.  Name of an important archaeological zone
in Guatemala.  Name of a town in the State of Coahuila in Mexico.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a Spanish
cyclist, whose full name is Pello Bilbao López de Armentia. 

bilbilitana
It is the way to call a woman or a person originally from Calatayud, a Spanish city in the Province of Zaragoza.  Formerly
in the pre-Roman and Roman times the town was called Bílbilis. 

bilda
It is the name of a city in Algeria.  It is a transliteration of the Arabic blida, meaning city and whose diminutive seems to
pronounce belda or bilda.  Small town in Arabic.  Blida is the name of a city and a province in Algeria.

bilenofobia
It is fear or dread to die strangled, hanged. Fear of suffocation.

biliar
Relating to bile, a fluid produced in the liver that helps digest fats.  It can refer to the organ that produces it (gallbladder)
or its ducts (bile ducts). 

bilin
Bilin is the name of a town in Burma that remains in the State of Mon .  It is also the name of a river in the same region.

bilkis
Bilkis is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Bilkis; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a possibly
extinct species of Gazelle.  Also known as the Queen of Sheba, Yemen Gazelle Gazelle.  Its scientific name is Gazalla
bilkis.  They belong to the family Bovidae.  It is a surname in Argentina and United States.  It is also a woman's name. 
Bilkis Bilquis is the Queen Sheba series American Gods.

bill
The correct term Bill, is a name of origin Teuton male.  It means " Protector of 34 firm will;.  In English is William (
William, 41 Will;.

billar
It is a game that is practiced on a table that has bands with a cue and three balls.  It consists of making the greatest
number of caroms.  It is also called billiards to the business where this type of games exists. 



billetal
In Colombia it means a lot of money, a large amount of ticket, money.  A large sum of money.

billetazo
In Colombia it means a lot of money.  Exorbitant sum of money.  It's an augmentative of a ticket.  Very big ticket.

billete
It's a way to call paper currency.  In Colombia it is synonymous with silver, money, cash, resources.  In some countries
they also call a ticket, ticket, ticket or ticket.

billetico
In Colombia colloquial form of call to wage, money, medium or form of subsistence, salary.  Diminutive of ticket.  Small
ticket, small amount of money.

billetón
It is a colloquial way to mean a lot of money.  Indicates that something is very expensive.  Augmentative of ticket. 
Fortune, billetal, expensive, onerous, fortune, flow, millionaire.

billo
Ticket apocope.  Artistic and family name of a great Dominican musician and composer named Luis María Frómeta
Pereira, known as Billo Frómeta and creator and conductor of the famous Venezuelan orchestra called Billo's Caracas
Boys.

billonario
It means it owns billions.  That is counted by billions.  This name is different in relation to the amount, because for most
it is millions of millions and for those who use the English system it is only billions.

billones
It means figures or numbers that are composed of 13 digits onwards until when they are 18.  After 18 they are already
trillions.  Billion Plural .  In Mathematics is a cardinal number, it is an integer.  It means a million million.  It is a one
followed by twelve zeros, so it is represented as 10 raised to the 12.  It is clarified that in the United States they call only
billion, which for us is only a billion.

billoreta
In Spain, it is one of the names given to a herbaceous plant of the family Brassicaceae (Province of Zaragoza).  Its
scientific name is Diplotaxis erucoides.  It is also known by other names: jaramago , caterpillar, rabaniza , rabaniza
citrons , roqueta .

billón
In Mathematics is a cardinal number, it is an integer.  It means a million million.  It is a one followed by twelve zeros, so it
is represented as 10 raised to the 12.  It is clarified that in the United States they call only billion, which for us is only a
billion.

billullo
It's a colloquial way of referring to money.  It means money, currency, flow, silver, wool, monis, guita, biyuyo, biyuya.



billuso
Many years ago and in various parts of Colombia, it was a child's play in which we gave the different wrappers of
cigarettes the shape of a ticket, we gave them values.  With them we made many other games simulating business or to
pay bets, in games such as: Vuelta a Colombia (with soda caps), street (with spins), wheel (competitions with hoops),
etc.  In my personal life it was very important, because they were my first opportunities to do mathematical calculations
and to learn to love numbers and do calculations. 

billuyo
The correct term is Billuyo. Some people write to Billullo or Biyullo. It is a colloquial form used in Colombia to name the
money, coin, banknote, silver. Also say " the monis " " the 34 Luke;   " tebillegar; 34, " " billegas them or " the 34
rucanos;.

biloxi
Name of a city in Harrison County, Mississippi, United States.  It is the name of a variety of blueberry, which has larger
and fleshier fruits than normal ones.  Name of a Native American ethnic group. 

bimba
It can mean high top hat.  Also blow given with the fist or the hand closed.  Punch, pineapple.  In Seville, Spain is a
pump or inflator for bicycle or ball tires or tires.  It is a woman's name of Italian origin and means Nena.  Name of a
Spanish actress, singer and model, named Eleonora Salvatore González, but known artistically as Bimba Bosé.  She is
the daughter of Alessandro Salvatore and Lucía Bosé. 

bimbas
In Colombia, that Word is used to tell beautiful, beautiful, beautiful. The word in singular bimba or bamba, means gold
chain.

bimbelo
It's a surnamem of African origin.  It can also mean tobacco (pure, cigar, cigar) or penis, virile limb.

bimedallista
It means he's won two medals in competitions. 

bimestral
It means that it is made every two months.  In every two months.

bimilenario
It means two millennia, two thousand years.

bimonetario
It means that it has the circulation of two different currencies.  They are usually countries where the local currency
circulates and the dollar or euro.

bimotor
It is called so to any type of aerial or aquatic aircraft that consists of two engines. 



binacional
It means that it belongs to two countries, which are executed by two countries, which is from two countries.  It can also
mean that it joins (or separates) two countries.  Relative to two countries or two nations. 

binacional
It means that it belongs to two countries, which are executed by two countries, which is from two countries.  It can also
mean that it joins (or separates) two countries.  Relative to two countries or two nations. 

bincha
The correct term is vincha , with v .  It means balaca, diadem.  It is an accessory mostly used by athletes, men and
women.  It consists of a textile and elastic band that is used around the head from the forehead to the nape of the neck. 

binder
It is an undergarment that aims to disguise the breast in women.  Girdle.  It is an English language word that means
binder, or also folder, binder, folder. 

bingo
It is a type of game of chance in which numbered cards are distributed and to play requires a ballot box with numbered
ballots.  The winner is the one who achieves that the numbers of his card are chosen more promptly in the selections of
the ballot box.  Exusten several to the total or complete bingo and you can perform formations in X, Box, Diagonal, etc. 

bintucua
It is one of the names with which an indigenous Colombian ethnic group based in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta is
designated.  They are also called Arhuacos, Ika, Iku, or Bintukua. 

bioacumulación
It is the name given to the net accumulation of chemicals in a living organism.  It usually refers to the gradual and
harmful accumulation of heavy metals.  It is one of the harmful effects of pollution. 

biobots
It's a combination of being alive and robot.  Robot with living cells or living tissues.  Live frog cell assays are done to
produce small "biobots", which may have directed and predictable movements in order to perform certain specific tasks. 
One drawback they currently have is poor durability.  Let's imagine in a short time its proper development : people or
animals robots and with artificial intelligence.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 

biocarburante
Biofuel is a type of fuel of vegetable origin, which is usually obtained from palm oils or alcohols obtained from sugar
cane.  .  It can also be called biofuel. 

biocca
In Argentina it is a surname of Italian origin.  Last name of an expert in Solidarity Economy and Argentine Cooperativism
called Stella Maris Biocca.  belongs to cigES which is the Center for Research and Management of Solidarity Economy.

bioceanico
The correct term is bioceanic, with tilde.  It means that it has two oceans, which has coasts with two oceans.  It allows to



join the coasts of two oceans.

bioceánica
It means that it has coasts on two oceans.  Relating to two coasts or two oceans. 

biodiversa
It means that it is characterized by its biodiversity.  It has many species of animals and vegetables.  Of a lot of biological
diversity. 

biodrama
It's a kind of drama that occurs according to a biography.  Theatrical work based on a biography.  Staging based on a
biography. 

biodramina
It is a medicine that is used for the control of dizziness during travel.  It is similar to mareol. 

bioeticista
He is a specialist in medicine in Bioethics.  He watches over ethics in the practice of medicine. 

biofármaco
Generic name given to a drug whose ingredients are of natural origin (derived from plants or animals). 

biofirma
It is a substance that becomes scientific evidence of the existence of someone or substance that by its unique
characteristics allows to identify or determine someone.

biogases
They are gases obtained by processes of decomposition of organic matter.  Gas obtained in a biodigestor.  Plural of
biogas . 

bioindicador
It is a living organism that is measured to know how much pollution or alteration there is in a given ecosystem. 

biomaterial
It means biological material.  Materials, usually waste or laboratory crops, which have biological origin and require
special management. 

biomecánicas
Plural of biomechanics.  It makes reference to mechanical structures that occur in living organisms (which may be live or
artificial).  It is a part of science that brings together expertise in physics, biology, medicine, engineering, mechanics, and
other disciplines, to study the behavior of the human or animal body before submission of forces and resolve problems
arising from the application of forces on it.



biométrico
It means relative to the standardized measures of living beings or biological processes.  Relating to biometrics. 

bioplástico
It refers to a type of plastic that has a vegetable origin and is biodegradable.  Plastic that degrades in less time. 

biorse
In slang language it means bath.  toilet.

biosbardos
They are imaginary animals that are often chased by hunting enthusiasts.  Very clever and agile animals that are not
allowed to be hunted.  They are also called cosceellos, gamusinos or gazafellos.  It's a very Galician term.

biotaxia
Biotaxia is the study of the morphology of the living beings and their classification, whether animal or plant ( Biotaxis ).

biotaxis
It is the classification of living organisms, the classification of animals and plants according to or their morphology,
phylogenesis or their biology.  Taxonomy.  In Bogota is another name given to electric taxis.

bioterrorismo
Form of terrorism in which unconventional weapons are used and in particular reduced to biological weapons.  They use
viruses and bacteria that spread or also substances that affect people in public places, such as gas uses that affect the
population.

biotipo displasico
The correct term is dysplastic with tilde .  It means mixed, combined, irregular biotype, which has no fixed, varied
patterns.  It is a biotype that brings together people with deformities, various inherited disorders and also characteristics
of the other kinds of biotypes: athletic, picnic and leptosomatic.

biotopos
Biotope plural.   It means terrain or territory of special environmental conditions for a particular species to develop. 
Space with very special living conditions.

biónica
It is a science that is dedicated to the study of electronic parts that are implanted in the human body to replace organs or
amputated or deteriorated parts.  It means that it is a woman or person with some artificial parts that replace organs or
limbs, with technical characteristics superior to those of a human.  Human part manufactured artificially and with
high-tech applications. 

biónico
It means that it is a human with some artificial parts that replace organs or limbs, with technical characteristics superior
to those of a human.  Human organ, manufactured artificially and with high-tech applications. 



biótico
It means it relates to living things.  related to life or living beings.  Medium that allows the development of life or living
organisms.  It allows to live.

bipartición
You want to tell fork, split in two.  Spread over two.

biprisma
The biprism is a class of interferometer.  The interferometer is an instrument used in optics.  It has effects similar to the
double slit or Young effect.  Double prism or parallel prisms.

biquini
You can also wear a bikini.  It is a very small swimwear, which only covers the genitals and chest.  By extension,
underwear of small garments.  Name of an atoll of 36 small uninhabited islands in the Pacific and belonging to marshall
islands.  In it the United States conducted several nuclear tests.  In Aboriginal language it means with coconuts on the
surface. 

bir
In Spain it is short for Resident Internal Biologist.  They are accredited by the Ministry of Health and can be prepared in
Clinical Analysis, Clinical Biochemistry, Immunology or Microbiology and Parasitology.

birdwatcher
It is an English term meaning birdwatcher, birdwatcher, birder.  Person dedicated or fond of bird watching. 

bireweck
It is a type of cake typical of the cuisine of Alsace.  Also says it fruit bread.  Its made with Kirch ( 41 cherry liqueur; and
candied or crystallized fruits.  German sweet cake.

birgerbohlinia
Birger's animal, which eats everything.  It is the name given to extinct mammals very similar to today's giraffes.

biri
It is the name of a locality of Norway, which belongs to the Province of Oppland.

biri biri
Nickname with which he meets the African footballer Alhaji Momodo Nije, born in Gambia and who played for Sevilla. 
He is currently 71 years old.  Name of a Valencian liqueur made with oranges.

biriani
biriani is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Biryani" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Biryani.  It is a
plate of rice from Pakistani, Turkish and India cuisine.  It is prepared with spices, meats, vegetables and yogurt.  Used
Basmati rice, which is characterized by its elongated grain.

biricú



Type of belt or strap from which the swords are hung.

birigi
It is the name of a tree in the family Myrtaceae.  It is also called guayabilla or guairaje.  Her scientific name is Eugenia
foetida.  It is native to Cuba and Florida.  

birijí
It is one of the common names given in the Caribbean and especially in Cuba to a fibrous wood tree.  It is the Eugenia
monticola tree of the family Myrtaceae.  It is also commonly called Eugenia or Emurtia.

biringo
In Colombia it means nude, undressing, no clothes, empeloto.

birlocho
It is a type of carriage or wagon, pulled by horses, which has several seats and four wheels.  It lacks cover and doors.

birmah
It's the name of a city in Iraq.  It was also the name of a region of Burma (officially Myanmar) that covered the Anam
area in Vietnam and Siam.

birome
It means pen, ball point pen, pencil, boligrado.  This term is related to the inventor of this implement to write that you
have on the tip of mine a metal ball that turning is impregnated with ink and will be smearing it on paper ( Ladislao José
Bíró, Hungarian, was nationalized Argentine ).

bironcha
In street language and vulgar faggot, effeminate.

birote
It is a variety of Mexican bread, very typical of the State of Jalisco and especially of Guadalajara.  it is similar to baguette
bread or French bread, bolillo or barra (it is toasted and golden). 

birr
birr is incorrectly written and should be written as "Birr ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Old name that the Germans
gave the French Buc region in the territory of Belfort, South of Versailles.

birra
In Colombia, a colloquial way mean beer.  It is used in youth jargon (comes from the English word beer: beer)

birreta
It's the same as birrete.  The cap is a type of cap or hat, which is used in special celebrations.  It is usually accompanied
by a rope or tassel.  It is used in degrees by teachers and graduates, it is also used by magistrates and judges.  Cap,
toga, headdress, hood. 



birrete
The CAP is a type of CAP or hat, which is used in special celebrations.  It is usually accompanied by a rope or a tassel. 
It is used in grades by teachers and graduates, also used by magistrates and judges.  Hat, robe, headdress hood.

birria
It means that unattractive is rather ugly, unpleasant.  Awful, ugly, eyesore, scarecrow, crappy.

birrionda
birrionda is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Berreondo, Berrionda." being its meaning:<br>Berreondo.
Means handsome, strong, with great force. With much vigour, hard, intense. Brave.

birriosa
It means horrible, bad looking or looking.  It means it's something ugly, nasty, unattractive.  Frightening, frightening, ugly,
adefesio, bodrio. 

birrioso
It means it's something ugly, nasty, unattractive.  Frightening, frightening, horrible, ugly, adefesio, bodrio. 

birula
birula is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Birula" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Birula.  It is a
colloquial way to call the bike in Mexico.  In Colombia we say bike, chiva, donkey or horse of steel.

bis
It means it must be repeated.  Again, again, repeat.  It must be done twice. 

bisagro
I bisagro or hinge is a hinge, hinge or pernio is a jointed hardware which enables the rotation of doors, windows or
panels of cabinets. It has two parts, one of which is attached to the blade and swivels allowing its circular motion.
Visagro is a company that imported agricultural inputs in the Ecuador.

bisanual
It is a galacticism that comes from the word bisannuella.  It is used in botany and usually replaces biennial.  It means
that it lasts two years, that it blooms every two years or that it happens every two years.  That lasts a biennium. 

bisanuo
It is a period of time equivalent to two years.  It's synonymous with a biennium. 

bisarma
It is a type of spear that has two tips one is curved in the form of sickle or scythe and another that is a straight stylus
parallel to the handle or antler.  The word is a gallicism that comes from the word guises me.

bisbirulita
It means colloquially, cheerfully, enjoyably.  Fun.  Person who radiates joy.  Bisbirula diminutive. 



bisco
In Colombia it is a derogatory way to call a person who suffers hatrabism.  He's a sleer. 

biscochuelo
It is more indicated bizcochuelo , although biscochuelo is also used.  Diminutive and derogatory of sponge cake.  Cake
or sweet bread very fluffy.  In Colombia it is one of the delights of Tolima Grande, typical in Espinal.  It is made with
wheat flour, butter, eggs, sugar and a pinch of salt and another of anise.  It is similar to a mantecada.  It also exists in
Spain and other countries with similar ingredients and similar preparation.  In some parts it is also called queque or
keke. 

biseceras
biseceras is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Innards." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is guts. They
are the organs contained in a body cavity. It usually includes stomach, kidneys, heart, lungs and intestines.

biselado
Beveling inflection, which means cut or trimmed obliquely to avoid cuts at right angles.  It is made to prevent the
formation of very sharp or sharp edges, especially on surfaces or sheets of glass or metal. 

biselar
It means to make bezels.  It means cutting or trimming obliquely to avoid cuts at right angles.  It is made to prevent the
formation of very sharp or sharp edges, especially on surfaces or sheets of glass or metal. 

bisento
It is a type of Japanese weapon shaped pole or stick, with a steel and sharp blade at one end.  Lance.  It is derived from
the sables Chinese dao.

bisht
It is a type of male outer wear cape in the Arab world, and it is of millennial use.  Traditional cape of the Arabs. 

bislama
It is one of the names given to an official language of Vanuatu and New Caledonia.  Creole language of Melanesia.  It is
also called bichelamar or bichelama (translating sea cucumber). 

bismalva o malvavisco
They are two of the common names of a plant in the family Malvaceae.  Its scientific name is Althaea officinalis .  It also
receives other names, such as: altea, camarmaje, cane grass, malvarizac.  In Colombia it is called marshmallow to a
fluffy sweet, which we also call masmelo.

bisnin
In Guatemala it means illegal business, shady business wrongdoing.  In Colombia in the criminal jargon it is called
twisted.  It is a distortion of the word business in the English language (which is pronounced biznis).

bisoco
bisoco it is incorrectly written and it should be written as Visoko.  being its meaning: I think the question is over Visoko. 
It is the name of a city of Bosnia, famous for a series of hills that are considered by many hidden pyramids.



bisoñé
It's a word of French origin.  It means wig that is placed on the front of the head, to disguise baldness.  Toupee.

bisoño
In Colombia it means lack of preparation, without sufficient training or knowledge to practice a profession or profession. 
He lacks learning.  Rookie, inexperienced, apprentice, neophyte, beginner.

bisque
It is a cream of seafood prepared in France.  It is quite thick and seasoned.

bisteot
Bisteot God of hunger, in the Mayan and Aztec cultures.  The first syllable probably means uitz or uiz corruption, and the
name can be derived from the Aztec teotl, teocihuiztli, «hunger» and «God».

bistius
It was the genus of a mammal that existed in New Mexico in the Upper Cretaceous.  It belonged to the didelphidae
family.  It is considered ancestor of the current marsupials.  It was very similar to a weasel.  The type species was the
Bistius bondi.

biston
It is the name of a genus of moths, known as the birches moth (Biston betularia) and the oak moth (Biston strataria). 
They belong to the family Geometridae.  They have triangular appearance with wings collected and characterized by
larvae geomensoras or quarters inchworms.  They are a vivid example of the evolution of species and adaptation to
changes in the environment.  In these species occurred industrial melanism, phenomenon consisting of obscure its
coloration to blend better in the branches and trunks of trees and avoid attacks from their predators.

bistre
Bistre or bister is a grayish yellow.  Almost Brown.  It is a color which was of much use in the paintings mostly of
religious court.  Brown, dark gray soot.  Color drawings.  It is also the name of an area of Wales, also known as Buckley.

bistro
It is more suitable bistro.  It is a word of French origin, which defines a small establishment, where meals and drinks are
sold to customers.  Tasca, gastrobar. 

bisutería
Place where ornaments and metal objects that are not fine are manufactured or sold.  trinket. 

bita
In Marinería is a strong pole on the bow of ships that is used to secure the anchor cable. 

bitanhol
It is one of the common names received the Maria rosewood tree, also known as guanandi, calambuco, palo María (in
Panama), arary, Santa Maria tree, stick of oil (in Colombia) whose scientific name is Calophyllum inophyllum and
belongs to the fam Ilia Calophylaceae.  It produces a medicinal oil.  It is used as an ornamental and its flowers are very
fragrant.  In the Philippines they say Bitan-hol or bitanjol.



bitanjol
It is another common name that a tree receives in the Philippines.  It is also known as bitanhol, hol bitan, oil, oil,
guanandí, calambuco, stick Maria.  Its scientific name is Calophyllum inophyllum and belongs to the family
Calophylaceae.  Produces an oil for medicinal use.  It is used as an ornamental and its flowers are very fragrant.

bitanu
Place where the Assyrian Queens lived, translates as "private room", "Private apartment" or quarters.  It was a very
private place for the queen, the sovereign and her children.

bitcoin
Digital currency or unreal currency, cryptocurrency, virtual currency.  Currency that does not depend on banks or
corporations, but that allows virtual transactions. 

biti
French language is the name of a tree that is located in the South-West of India.  It is very high, leafy and evergreen
foliage.

bitinia
It was the name of an ancient kingdom of Asia Minor, in what today corresponds to the Northwest coast of Turkey over
the Black Sea.   It was one of the first regions evangelized by the first Deaconos of the Christian Church.

bitínico
It means related to Bitinia.  Bitinia was the name of a kingdom that remained north of what is now Turkey, in Asia Minor,
on the southwest coast of the Black Sea.

bitolo
It is a surname of a Cameroonian footballer.  Her full name is Ambroise Oyongo Bitolo.  He currently plays for Krasnodar
in Russia.  Also in Brazil, it is the surname of a handball player, who plays in Pinheiros and the Brazil National Team and
is called Gabriela Bitolo.  It is clarified that there is also the surname Bíttolo, in Argentina and there is a footballer of
Newell's Old Boys, his full name is Mariano Bíttolo and he is nicknamed "El Tano".  On the other hand there is also the
surname Vitolo and there is also a Spanish footballer named Víctor Machín Pérez and known as Vitolo Machín.  He
plays for Atletico Madrid as a midfielder.  Vitolo is a loving way to call someone named Victor. 

bitono
Duotone can also be used.  It means two tones or two shades.  Painting system with two shades or inks.  In
Photography and Graphic Arts is a design system that is made with two shades of gray. 

bitólogo
He is a person with high knowledge of computer science and computing who is an expert in converting all kinds of data
into software or information to be disseminated over the Internet.  Expert in transforming data into bits. 

bituca
It is one of the many names that a plant receives from edible tubers.  The name of pituca, bituca or onkucha, receives it
in Peru.  It is also known as taro, otoe, bituca, ñampí, chinese potato, malanga, bore, ocumo, cará.  Its scientific name is
Colocasia esculenta and it belongs to the Araceae family. 



bitumen
It is all kinds of waste or waste resulting from the distillation of oil.  They are also called deletes.  From this thick
substance several by-products of petroleum such as bitumen tar or asphalt are obtained. 

bitumul
It is a very poor quality pitch. Asphalt made from crude oil. Fat used to Polish the leather.  Traditionally, at the election
time, the mayors of the municipalities begin to send to pave the streets with " Bitumul " to win votes.

bitute
In Colombia, that refer to a single meal in specific references is livelihood, the market, the shipment. When a person
says " go to camellar to get the 34 bitute; It is meaning that it will work to get everything you need for the livelihood of his
family.

bitze
They are some of the common names of a tree and its fruits.  It is known by many endemic or vernacular names.  The
most widespread is guamo or chelele, but it is also called cuijinicuil, jinicuile, cuajiniquil, cajinicuile, aguatope, guama,
mandraque or guaba.  Synonym Inga edulis .  It is of the Fabaceae family. 

bitze caspirol
They are some of the common names of a tree and its fruits.  It is known by many endemic or vernacular names.  The
most widespread is guamo or chelele, but it is also called cuijinicuil, jinicuile, cuajiniquil, cajinicuile, aguatope, guama,
mandraque or guaba.  Synonym Inga edulis .  It is of the Fabaceae family. 

biuces
Small residues in pork or pork fried, with some fat, remaining in the pan.  Waste of fried pork or pork rinds.

bixente
It is the Basque variant of the Spanish name Vicente, which means "the victor" (this name is of Latin origin).  The French
variant is Vincent. 

biyuya
It's the same as biyuyo.  It means money, currency, flow, silver, wool, monis.  It is the name of a Tango by Astor
Piazzolla.

biza
It means pretty, cute, graceful, beautiful, beautiful. 

bizaá
In Zapotec language it means beans.  It is a plant of scientific name Phaseolus vulgaris of the family Fabaceae.  He is
also known with the names of bean, bean, bean, bean, bean, Jewish.

bizancio
It was the name of a Greek city, Capital of Thrace.  It was the capital of the Eastern Roman Empire (Byzantine Empire)
and was the origin of the current city of Istanbul (capital of Turkey). 



bizante
It was also called Bizas.  He was a king of Megara, son of King Niso.  He was the founder of Byzantium, later known as
Constantinople and Istanbul.  According to Greek mythology, Byzas was the son of Poseidon and the nymph Ceraesa. 

bizarre
It's an English language word that means unusual, strange, weird.  Bizarre.  It can also mean inappropriate or
inappropriate. 

bizarro
It means weird, out of the ordinary, formidable, amazing, extraordinary, strange. 

bizcocho
In Colombia cake is a sweet bread, also said cake to a cake, cake or ponque.  Especially in Medellin and Antioquia
means pretty or beautiful.  It also said cake the bridegroom or the bride.

bizcorneta
In Colombia is a female bizca or strabismic.  A woman who has eyes bent or diverted.

bizcorneto
In Colombia is a colloquial way of referring to a squint or cross-eyed.  Man with eyes bent or diverted.

bizcornetos
Plural of bizcorneto .  In Colombia it is a somewhat derogatory or offensive way of calling a person who suffers from
strabismus.  Cross-eyed. 

bizirik euskalherria
bizirik euskalherria is incorrectly written and should be written as "Bizirik euskal herria" being its meaning:<br>It is not a
voice of the Spanish but the Basque. The right thing is Bizirik euskal herria, which means "the Basque people live."

biznaga
It is one of the names of a plant and its fruit.  It is also called chilo or chilito.   It belongs to the Cactaceae family, its
scientific name is Echinocactus platyacanthus. 

biznagas
Plural of biznaga.  It is one of the common names of a plant.  It belongs to the Cactaceae family, its scientific name is
Echinocactus platyacanthus. 

bizona
You mean two zones.  Two stripes.  Byzantine is also used. 

bíblico
It means related to the Bible or the Holy Scriptures.  Which is mentioned in La Bíblia.  Of a religious or sacred nature. 



bílbilis
bilbilis is incorrectly written and should be written as "Bilbilis ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Bilbilis.  It is the name of a city Prerromana and Romana on the banks of the river Jalon.  Located on the Hill Bambola,
close to 40 Calatayud; 41 Zaragoza; , in the town of Huermeda.

blablablá
Perorata, verbose, number of words that do not contribute, speak garbage.

black
It is an English language word meaning black, in reference to color.  It also means blackened or also fatal, fatal. 

blackout
It is an English word which means power failure or also fainting, fade, losing consciousness.

bladi
It is an expression in Arabic, which means "My country".  Name of a news portal in Morocco . 

bladucho
It's a familiar way to call Bladimir.  He is also told Bladi.  Obviously there is also Vladucho or Vladi, as the original name
is Vladimir.

blanca
It is a name of Germanic origin woman and makes reference to the Albo color.  Variant Bianca.  Female in white. 
Qualifying adjective indicating Supreme clarity, absence of color.

blanco
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also a color (result of the sum of the colors of the visible spectrum). 
It is the name of many rivers, hills and geogtáficos accidents in many parts of the world.  It's synonymous with objective,
center.  It is another common name for the alligator of Spectacles (Caiman crocodilus).  In Colombia We also say Baba,
Babilla, Cachirre.  It belongs to the Alligatoridae family.  He's about two feet tall in his adulthood.  In Costa Rica They
also say guagipal or crocodile.

blancos
Points where you have to sign, for the shot.  Objectives, victims. White-skinned or Caucasian people.  Caucasians. Light
colored milk. Pictures or spaces to fill or write in a questionnaire.

blandir
It means move, shake, make vibrate, tremar.  It can also be used to indicate adulation, flattery, praise and flattery.  Grip,
fly, wiggle, move, balancing, threaten.

blandón
In Colombia strand, candil, attachment to place and hold candles.  Candle lighter, candelabra, candlestick.  Colombia is
also a surname of Spanish origin.  Colombian actress, named Angélica María Blandón Gallo's last name.  It is also a
stone of Ashlar masonry and engineering is an area of lower density or little compacted.



blanqueo
It means to paint white, inflection of whitening.  clarify.  In Colombia, the term is also used to designate an illicit activity
that consists of pretending to pass something off as legal or fair, without being so.  It is especially used to try to justify
money obtained in illicit activities.  It means cheating, falsifying or also not sharing something that is offered to everyone
but that is deprived of someone in particular for no apparent reason.  deny. 

blanqueos
It means clarify to the maximum, leaving more white.  Seeking to give legality to the illicit money.

blanquilla
It is the name of a Venezuelan island.  It is only occupied by troops of the Navy and is close to Granada.  Does not
belong to any State or municipality.  Belongs to federal agencies.  It is also the name of several plants.  Anthyllis
cytisoides of the Fabaceae family, also known as albaida, boja, SOAP.  Whitetop whitlow of the Brassicaceae family,
known as babol, chaplain, floreta draba.  Salvia lavandulifolia in the family Lamiaceae and known as lavender,
honeysuckle, jalbia and marisierva.  In Spain, is one of the many names of a fish, known as the fish of a thousand
names.  Also it is called fish li, on, milk, amberjack, greenfinch, cirvia, Lily, blanquilla, tuna amberjack, coronado,
machiamarillo.  Its scientific name is Seriola dumerili and belongs to the family Carangidae.

blanquillo
It is a generic name for many marine fish of the family Malacanthidae.  Currently is being considered to divide them into
two families.  In Colombia we say also blanquillo to a kind of catfish River (fish).  It is also called white catfish and it is
used in fish farming.  Its scientific name is Sorubim cuspicaudus and belongs to the family Pimelodidae.  Tilefish also is
a kind of bean.  A tree also say blanquillo: is the Mediterranean pine, Aleppo Pine or pine trees.  Its scientific name is
Pinus halepensis and belongs to the family Pinaceae.  It is the name of a hill in the Sierra of the Villas in Jaen in Spain. 
In Uruguay, is the name of a town in the province of Durazno.  Tilefish, is the common name of a plant of the Family
Euphorbiaceae, in the basin of the Río de La Plata, is the Sebastiania commersoniana which is also known as dairy,
found, milk or Milky.

blanquirroja
It means that it is characterized by combining the colors white and red.  It is a way to call the peru selection, for the
traditional colors of its uniform and for the colors of the Peruvian flag.  It has red and white stripes. 

blanquirrosada
It means pink, light pink color.

blanquísima
It is a superlative of white.  It means that it is supremely white.  Immaculate, spotless, albina.

blanquísimo
Superlative white.  Very white, extremely white.  Immaculate.

blas
It is a male, of Greek origin name.  It means that does not speak well, he babbles.  San Blas is considered the patron
saint of Otolaryngologists.  He is the patron of the Republic of Paraguay.

blas de lezo



Blas de lezo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Blas de Lezo." being its meaning:<br>Large marine origin
Spanish, rather reminded by their physical limitations caused in different battles he had with English pirates, especially
in the defense of Cartagena de Indias. Term one-eyed, lame and manco, however it is very appreciated and
remembered. It is the name of a frigate of the Spanish Navy and it also was a frigate of the Colombian Navy.

blasonado
You mean illustrious.  It can also mean that it looks like a herald or a coat of blason.  It looks like a herald or a coat of
blason.  It has ornaments. 

blasonería
It can mean bragging, balandronada.  It can also be the trade of making coats of heels, heralds or carved and ornate
frames. 

blasonista
Person who is an expert in the manufacture of flags and heralds.  Knowledgeable of heraldry. 

blasphemed
blasphemed is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Blasphemed" being its meaning:<br>This word is not the
Spanish language but English and means blasphemed. Action of blasphemy, committing sacrilege.

blaster
It is a word of the English language meaning disintegrator, which disintegrates, pulverizes or volatilizes.   It comes back
dust.  Sci-fi disintegrating pistol.  In computing it is a way to call a worm that affects the operability of Windows. 

blastomeryx
It means germ, beginning, beginning, beginning or ancestor of ruminants.  It is the name of an extinct genus of cervid
mammals that existed in the Oligocene and Miocene.  It belonged to the Moschidae family.

blata
Blata, is the name of a Czech company, based in Blansko, that produces high performance bikes and Minibikes.

blazar
In astrophysics it is a very strong, very compact and variable energy source, usually associated with a black hole.  They
are quasars whose jet (or jet) they point or head towards the earth. 

blazares
Plural of blazar .  In Astrophysics is a very strong energy source, very compact and variable, usually associated with a
black hole.  They are quasars whose jet (or jet) points at it or sharpens it towards the ground.

bleda
He was one of the Kings of the Huns.  He was the brother of Attila.  In biology, is a genus of songbirds in the bulbul
family, known as bubules or nightingales.

bledo



It means insignificant, worthless, unimportant.  It's another way to call Amaranth or each of its seeds.  Plant of the family
Amaranthaceae .  It is also known as yerba Caracas, pipilongo or pyre.  It has medicinal and gastronomic uses.  It is of
high nutritional value and can be used as a seasoning in place of pepper.   Name given to the brush or brush used by
the hairdresser. 

bleed for this
They are terms in the English language and mean in Spanish " Bleed for this ". You want to get exposure, sacrifice and
fight for something.

blefaroplasmos
blefaroplasmos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Blepharoplasts" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
Blepharoplasts. However, Blefaros means eyelid and liquid plasmos. Blefaroplasto is a term from biology. When he
speaks of zoospores, refers to the corpuscle, granule or cinostoma which leave fibers or flagella which form the
axoneme. To put it in a simple way but little technical is the root of the tail of a scourged. Where does the axoneme,
which is the element that enables the mobility of these microorganisms.

blemias
It was a mythical people of Roman culture who were believed to live in southern Egypt and in what is now Sudan.  They
were characterized by being a race of headless men, with their eyes under their shoulders at the height of the nipples,
and with their mouths at the height of the thorax. 

blenda
It is a generalized way of calling a dark (black) and shiny mineral.  Name given to sphalerite or zinc sulfide (ZnS).  It is
also called by the miners false Galena, Viper's Eye, Estoraque, Michoso.  There are some of other colorations. 

blenia
It's one of the names of a seafish.  Its scientific name is Neoclinus blanchardi .  It belongs to the family Chaenopsidae
(meaning open mouth).  They are ugly-looking fish and very aggressive.  They are also called tubeers or chuscotu
tubida.

blenofobia
It is the fear or aversion to thick or viscous substances. 

blenorragia
In medicine it is one of the names given to a sexually transmitted infection, also called blenorrhea or gonorrhea.  It is a
thick fjujo caused by inflammation of the urethra or vagina. 

blenorrea
In medicine it is one of the names given to a sexually transmitted infection, also called blenorrhea or gonorrhea.  It is a
thick fjujo caused by inflammation of the urethra or vagina.  Chronic mucus . 

bles
It is the surname of a Dutch painter, born in The Hague.  His full name was David Jozef Bles .  It is also the name of a
Chinese newspaper that issues notovias in Spanish.  The word blés in French means maíces (plural of blé, maize).  It
also exists as a surname in England.



blessy
It is the name of a French population in the Department of Paso de Calais.  It is also the name of a natural filmmaker of
the India.

bletisama
It is a place-name used in scientific terms.  It means native to Ledesma or related to Ledesma (Province of Salamanca,
Spain).  In Pre-German language means "the plain on high".  This city was formerly called Bletisama, Bletisa or Letisa,
after the Roman Consul, called Bletis.

blindarse
It means protecting yourself, covering yourself with something resilient that protects you from an attack.  Place a shell,
shield or defense.  Protect yourself, defend yourself, hide. 

blinga
Vegetable fiber used in basketry. 

blinklearning
They are not the Spanish language but English language words.  It means learning flashing or flickering.  Quick learning.
 It is also the name of an application used in Spain.

block
It is an English word that means block.  In Colombia, it also means legajadas leaf notebook.  Block, besiege, isolate,
confine, isolate.   (To Block).

blofe
It is an inflection of blofear.  Mean bragging, brag, boast.  It is a term used in Central America and the Caribbean.

blogalaxia
Latino bloggers community.  International Directory of Latino blogs, publishing, communication and dissemination of
ideas written by thousands of writers of different nationalities.  Blogas of Spanish-speaking.

blois
Blois is incorrectly written and should be written as "Blois /Es name own )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Blois.  French city located on the banks of the Loire River, named in Spanish Bles.

bloos
It is a term in English that means blushing.

bloque
In Colombia block is a kind of brick, made of cement and large dimensions.  In the oil industry, block is the area
assigned to farms to a company.  Paper booklet, book.  Piece of stone with shape and well-defined edges.  Grouping,
set, massive.  Material for construction.  Piece of wood that usually measured 3 meters long, 30 centimeters wide and
10 centimeters in height.



blotching
It is a word in English which means stained.

blu
It is the symbol and name of a company that produces mobile phones, based in Miami (Doral).  The company name is
taken from the initials of its slogan being "Bold Like Us" (valiant, brave) as us.

blusero
In Colombia set of blouses.  Place or place where the blouses are placed.  Person who makes blouses. 

blutrache
Among the German: Blood Vengeance.  Right that Sippe had (family, clan, family collective) to persecute and avenge a
death of a relative, murdering the one who committed the murder.

bmx
It is a variety or discipline of the sport of cycling.  He is small (20-inch) wheels bike and thick armor.  It is an abbreviation
of Bicycle Motocross.

boadella
boadella is incorrectly written and it should be written as Boadela ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Boadella ( 41 own name;.  In Spain is a surname of Catalan origin and the name of a municipality in the province
of Girona, Catalonia.

boar
Wild pig, is one of the common names (in English) of the wild pig, also called wild boar or pork Bobcat, boar (in English
wild pig).  Its scientific name is Sus scrofa and belongs to the family Suidae.

boar
It is an English word meaning wild boar (the mammalian animal).  Its scientific name is Sus scrofa and it belongs to the
family Suidae.  It is also known as wild pig.  It is very similar to the pig and is omnivorous.  It was introduced to America
and reproduces very easily. 

boatiné
It means padding, padded, flabby, foamed, inflated, floating, soft.

boato
In Colombia used as synonym of pomp, solemnity, ostentation, luxury, waste, glitz, pomp.

bobalicón
It means it's very naive or that it appears to be.  Bobo, fool, asshole, apocalypse. 

bobeda celeste
The correct term is "sky".  It means the vault that is formed with all of heaven.  Arch forming the firmament.  Field visual
that we cover the look towards the sky.  Inside of a dome painted light blue.  Celestial sphere.



boberías
It means nonsense, nonsense.  Insignificant things, of little importance, of little value, small things. 

bobina
In Colombia and in electricity means bobbin, reel, roll, cylinder, inductor, starter, ignition, electrical part.

bobinar
Spin or roll a metal thread on a reel.  Roll a tape on a reel. 

bobo
In Colombia we tell bobo to watch, because the only thing that makes is spinning.  A person who lacks intelligence.  A
person who does not understand things well.  It also means naive, innocent, candido, gullible, unwary, trusted.

bobolongo
It means useless, useless, incapable.

boca
Opening through which animals ingest their food.  Entrance, jaws, horn, muzzle, jeta.  Entrance , opening .  It can also
mean crack, hole, exit.  Mouth of a river .  Name of a football team in Argentina. 

boca ecena
I think that they asking mouth scene or scene mouth. It refers to the part of that separates the stage from the Auditorium
and theater that delimits in width and height of the proscenium arch. In the past they were fixed. Today they are regular
and open and close at will.

boca! boca! huevo! huevo! en argentina
It is a chorus of the xeneises fans to cheer on their team.  Want to tell mouth, mood, or mouth, putting berraquero (in
Colombian terms).

bocachanclas
It means impertinent, who says things at the least appropriate time.  Chatty, talkative, reckless, indiscreet. 

bocachica
In Cartagena de Indias in Colombia is the name of a strong military (San Fernando de Bocachica) and a channel.  It is
also the name of a section of the same city.  It is located in the pump Earth Island (there is a hamlet called Bocachica
and is a corregimiento).  There is also a Boca Chica, which is the name of a municipality in Dominican Republic (Santo
Domingo province).  Female "bocachico" (fish).

bocachico
It is one of the common names of a fish is edible fresh water.  It is also called Copore.  Its scientific name is Prochilodus
Magdalenae and belongs to the Prochilodontidae family.  He's originally from Colombia.

bocaldo
The correct term is Bocal do, they are the words of the Portuguese language. Means CAP, jar of. It is synonymous with



packaging.

bocanora
bocanora is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bocanora." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
municipality in the State of Sonora, Mexico.  Liquor with seal of origin.

bocarón
Recessed part square bellows pipe.

bocatto di cardinale
It is an expression in Italian language that translates "Bite of Cardinal" and refers to an exquisite mue bite, very
delicious.  Very tasty.  Dish that has a very special preparation and that is of great exquisiteness. 

bocel
It means edge, rim.  Adornment, mold, molding, gola.

boceto
Improvised drawing that is done to explain something.  An improvised outline or exposure of something that can be
improved or changed.  Sketch, design, project, model.  Draft. 

bocha
It can mean ball of wood, bowling, petanque, sphere, marble.  It is also the name of the game that is practiced with
wooden balls and is to throw them from a certain distance trying to leave them as close as possible.

bochas
Plural of bocha .  It means wooden ball, bowling, petanque, sphere, marble.  It is also the name of the game that is
practiced with wooden balls and consists of throwing them from a certain distance trying to locate them as close as
possible to one another. 

bochinche
In Colombia it means bulla, noise, bustle, bustle, usually formed by children when playing.  Scandal, riot.  crying,
bullaranga.

bochinchero
In Colombia is the person who likes the commotion, the noise, the excitement, the lagazara, noise and up to the fight. 
Outrageous, riotous, barullero, loud, crashing.

bochinchoso
In Colombia means Impetigo, loud, making much fanfare, scandalous, troublemaker, loud, rowdy.  Bully, bully.

bochorno
It means heat, heat wave, hot flashes, volturnus, flushing, shame, blushing, Peña, hot Flash, embarrassment.



bocinero
In Colombia he is a yeowed player who has a very good pulse.  Person who plays shuffleboard makes a lot of noose. 
Yew champion.  Flaunt champion.

bocín
In Colombia it is the central part of a shuffleboard court (indigenous game also called Turmequé).  It is like the center of
the target or target with maximum score.  In mechanics it is the cover of an axle and is the mouth of a mill.  Diminutive of
mouth or bozo .  Bocin can be small or thin moustache.

bocol
It is an arepa thick corn that is stuffed with pork or beans.  It is similar to the pupusa in El Salvador but larger.  Arepa
filled.

boconear
It means walking bocon.  Bragging, flatter it, walk with gossip, bragging.

bocón
Very large mouth.  Augmentative of mouth .  In Colombia he is a very talkative or rude person.  Informer, toad,
informant. 

boda
It means link marriage, marriage, marriage.  Union, marriages, betrothal, casorio, hymenaeus espousal.  Used in
singular and plural.

bodegazo
In Colombia great sale of balances .  They are usually at very low prices.  Winery sales.

bodegones
Plural of still life.  Art is an also known as still life painting.  In the usually represent sets of elements similar or related
such as flowers, animals, utensils, etc.

bodhisattva
It is the name of one of the currents of Buddhism.  Reject the Nirvaba.  The bodhisattva sacrifices his own liberation for
the benefit of others. 

bodigo
It can be considered synonymous with offering.  It can also mean food, food, ration, usually bread.  Amount of food
supplied to someone.  Sustenance, drowning, maintenance. 

bodogo
It is the name of a population of Mali.  It belongs to the region and City of Koulikoro.  The residue of seminal fluid left in
the penis after copulation is also called.

bodoque



They are rounded decorations that are placed at the edges of the babies blankets.  They are balls of wool, fabric, clay or
paper which are released through a joint or blowgun.  In Colombia we say lumps a coheticos paper and that we have
launched with a tube, called a bodoquera.  First ammunition of an aballesta, predecessors to the rocks.  They were of
fabric or wool compressed or mud.  Projectile, bullet, ball, adorno, chichon, fat, thick, fool.

bodrio
It means very bad quality, bad fact.  Also comistrajo, rancho, mixture (or concoction), hogwash.

body
It is a short, elasic and tight garment worn by women as a blouse (to cover the trunk).  It usually doesn't have buttons. 
In English it is a word that means body.  In Colombia it is a way to call a gym.

boeing
It is a surname of the United States of English origin.  Surname of aviation pioneer is United States, called William
Edward Boeing.  Name of a multinational company of the United States, founded by the above and engaged in the
manufacture of aircraft, helicopters, missiles and satellites.  It is the second company worldwide to produce aircraft, after
Airbus.  Type of pressurized cabin commercial aircraft, for the transport of passengers and with jet engines.  

bof
It is a word of the French language that can mean straw or dry grass. 

bofe
In Colombia we say lights one of the viscera, specifically to the lung.  Offal.  In Mexico is synonymous with Boxer, Boxer,
pugilist, fighter (with gloves).  Cuba is unfriendly and impolite person.

bofeteo
For the Puerto Rican is a contemptuous and mocking way of referring to the consumption of food, food, food, food. 
Intake.  In Colombia with that intention is said tragantina, swallow.

bofo
In Colombia it means soft, soft, fluffy.  fluffy, spring, loose, lax, flabby.

boga
In Colombia it is an inflection of Bogar.  It means taking liquids quickly.  Drink, take.  Vogue is also a crew member of a
canoe, pilot canoe, boat or boat lightweight timber using paddle or lever to propel.  Rower, sirguero.  Be in vogue to say
of today.  Fashionable, novelty, custom, usage, popularity.  A Colombian typical song title.

bogando:
Inflection of bogar. In Colombia, it has two meanings. Drink a liquid hastily. And it is also what makes a fashionable, the
person who navigates a canoe promoting it with a lever. Rowing, sirgando. In Chile it is remove the slag or oxide to
metal.

boggie
Artistic name of a Hungarian singer, whose real name is Boglárka Csemer.  There is also the word boogie.  He is a
comic strip character known as Boogie the Oily.  Designed by Roberto Fontanarrosa, he is very critical of weapons.  The



word boogie in English means trembling, which moves the skeleton. 

bogotazo
Name by which the revolt generated by the murder of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán is known in Colombia.  It happened on April
9, 1948, while the Pan American Conference was held. 

bogotera
It's a way derogatory and unfair to refer to Bogotá, people who are of province and generally hot land, have no
appreciation for the city but who come to benefit from it. It is Union of the Bogota words and fridge ( by relate it to the
cold ) others explain it as the union of Bogotá and leak ( so that it rains much ).

bohemia
It is the name of one of the three regions of the Czech Republic (the others are Silecia and Moravia).  In the past it was
Duchy and Kingdom.  Name of a Cuban magazine of the last century.  Name of a cultural movement and a lifestyle very
characteristic of artists of various types.  Cheerful and farra life.  Name of an asteroid. 

bohios
Plural of bohío.  Very rustic fishing cabin.  Very rustic housing made with cane and palms, by the fishermen.  Ranch, hut,
batey.

bohío
Very rustic housing made with cane and palms, by the fishermen.  Ranch, hut, batey.

bohlinia
It is the name of a now defunct genus of giraffes, belonged to the family Giraffidae.  It means dedicated to Bohlin (to the
astronomer and Swedish scientist Karl Petrus Theodor Bohlin).  Named after one of the asteroids.

boho
Bohemian or Czech style.  Colorful colors and soft, loose fabrics.  It is a type of dress and a very relaxed attitude. 

boicot
It means rejection, exclusion, separation, isolation and boycott.  It is the action of blocking in certain activities someone
wants that force to that change of attitude.  There may be commercial or supply boycott.

boicotear
It is intentionally altering or damaging the normal functioning of something, in order to affect an opposing group or the
enemy.  Conspiring, plotting, sabotaging, obstructing. 

bojecillo
It's one of the common names of a plant.  It is also known as white remnant, palotillo, yedo or scarecies.  Its scientific
name is Osyris alba and belongs to the family Santalaceae.

bojete
In Colombia, it is the same as bojote, bulk, mess, Bale, package.



bojillo
It is one of the common names that give in Mexico to a plant of the family marantaceae.  It also receives other common
names: flag, blackmail, cheese leaf, peguajó, pehuajó, huajó, platanillo, pojillo, popal, quentó or caporuno.  Its scientific
name is Thalia geniculata.   It lives in wetlands and swampy areas. 

bojillo de popal
Popal Bojillo or sheet of cheese is a plant that grows on the banks of lagoons that in Mexico told Popales.  Its scientific
name is Thalia geniculata and the Marantaceae family.  It also receives other names common as Platanillo, rosarioo,
pehuajó, huajo or caporuno.  In Colombia we say Platanillo or bijao.

bojote
Colombia is one of the ways to tell package.  packaging, bulk, stash.  In colloquial way it also means fat, pot, Tubby.

bojotico
In Colombia in a colloquial way it means fat.  Pot, fat.

bojón
It is one of the many common names having the Cordia alliodora in Mexico.  They say you also aguardientillo, solera,
amapa, anteater, drum popocotle.  In Colombia we say mo, Laurel, walnut, Linnet, rust.  It's Dela family Boraginaceae. 
Its wood is prized for cabinetmaking.

bokix
Food consumed by an indigenous of Chiapas during the ceremonies or rituals of planting.  It is cooked corn, chiles,
onion and cilantro.  usually they eat it at breakfast and lunch on the day of planting for supposedly have better yields.

bol
It means salad bowl, punch, vessel in the form of a large cup, wide mouth and without handles or handles.  It is an
anglicism for bowl. 

bola
In Colombia the ball Word has many meanings: testicle, ball, ball, ball.  It also means tale, lie, lying, gossip, rumor.  In
the coffee and Tolima ball we say a police patrol and also a Chinese bobo, majadero, which allowed to assemble from
others.  It is a vulgar way of referring to the buttocks or buttocks of a woman.  It is a cut of beef that corresponds to the
leg.

bolardo
Small pole that has a ball at the tip and that is used to prevent the parking or passage of vehicles. 

bolas tristes
It means Apatico, indifferent, insensitive, weak, indolent, desganado, lazy, phlegmatic, off.  Self-conscious.

bolazo
Hit with a ball.  Once in Colombia, ball was said police patrols.  Bolazo, therefore, was the unpleasant trip on the patrol
who was arrested.



bolboreta
bolboreta is incorrectly written, and should be written as a butterfly.  being its meaning:<br>The more appropriate term is
Butterfly.  It is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese and Galician language.  Means butterfly.

boldo
Name of a medicinal plant.  Its scientific name is Peumus boldus , belonging to the genus Poemus and the family
Monimiaceae.  It can have toxic effects.  

boldú
It is the name of a Spanish town, in the municipality of Fuliola.  It belongs to the province of Lleida in Catalonia.  Name
of an edible fruit tree.  Name of shrub for culinary and medicinal uses, also called boldea, romadizo lemon, boldo and
maroon.  Its scientific name is Peumus boldus and belongs to the family Monimiaceae. 

boleador
In Bolivia, a man whose trade is shining shoes.  In Colombia it is called embolador or shoe shiners.  In Argentina, a man
whose trade is to catch animals with boleadoras (balls placed at the end of a rope). 

bolera
Place where bowling, bowling is played.  It also means that he narrates many lies.  It can also be the name of a small
box where bitumens and shoe shine brushes are kept. 

bolerista
It is the way to call a bolero performer or also a bolero composer. 

bolero
In America is a musical rhythm very special, romantic SERENADES.  It is usually played by a trio.  Soft and romantic
dance.  Musical rhythm of Cuban origin who met more than one century.

boleta
In Colombia ballot is the same as ticket, coupon, receipt, entry, seat, ticket, ticket, ticket, ballot.  Number assigned in a
raffle that is checked with a coupon or receipt.  Removable from a checkbook.  Permission to transport cattle. 
Notorious, showy and flashy.

boletearse
To make known to others what is not wanted or intended.  In Colombia it means displayed, ratting is, reveal,
demonstrate, show, exposed.

boletos
Plural ticket .  It can mean ticket, passage, printed document that when purchased allows you to board public transport. 
Snakes.  It is also a paper that contains a number and allows you to participate in a raffle or raffle. 

boletus edulis
It is the scientific name of a highly appreciated edible mushroom.  It is also named after pumpkin mushroom, pumpkin,
white mushroom, white mushroom, pambazo mushroom.  The genus name ( Boletus ) in ancient Greek means
mushroom and edulis, which is the epithet, meaning edible, that you can eat; hence the whole scientific name "Boletus



edulis", means edible mushroom.

boliar
In Colombia means to work very hard, to make a dent.  Dole out in disorder, throw carelessly.  Exercising with any type
of balloon or ball.  Warm up in sports where the main element is a ball or ball as in tennis, ping pong, basketball or
volleyball.  Throwing or lifting balls or balloons.  Tends to be confused with volley (or Voliar) which is to throw, to fly. 
Warm up, train.

bolichera
Woman who plays the sport of bowling.  He plays bowling.  Lady who attends a bowling alley.  Concerning bowling.

bolillero
Place where you place the bobbin or maces of the police.  Set of bobbins.

bolillo
bolillo is incorrectly written and it should be written as ' Bolillo ( is a nickname ) "being its meaning:<br>Stick used by the
police in Colombia.  Nickname of Colombian second, coach who qualified in Panama for the first time at a World Cup.

bolim
Bolim in Portuguese means bolo, bowling.  In Mexico is synonym of Tamale.  Mass of corn, with pork and spices,
wrapped in leaves and cooked in a pot.

bolinche
It can mean ball or marble.  Also ornament or auction of the furniture, in the form of a ball. 

bolindre
It is the same as bolinche, ball or ornament.  Decoration of furniture. 

bolinga
In Spain it means drunk, beodo, intoxicated, alcoholic. 

bolis
In Colombia they are soft drinks that are sold in plastic bags.  They can be liquid or frozen and of various flavors. 

bolita
Diminutive of ball .  Marble, crystal sphere. 

bolivariana
Bolivarian. Feminine of Bolivar. Everything to do with the thinking and doctrines taught by Simon Jose Antonio of the
Santisima Trinidad Bolivar ( Simon Bolivar ) liberator of 6 republics. All his legacy and his political legacy. It is said each
of the republics released by Simón Bolívar: Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and Panama. Union
Bolivariana, is the union that sought to unite the six republics liberated by Simón Bolívar in one.



bolivia
It is the name of a South American country that has no coasts over the sea.  Its capital is Sucre and the seat of
government La Paz.  City name in Australia and the United States.  It means land of Bolivar (our great liberator). 

boliviana
It means born, resident or related to Bolivia.  Female of the plateau, woman born in Bolivia.

bolívar fuerte
Ironic name of Bolivar ( 41 Venezuelan currency; used by the current Government, which is in fact very weak according
to exchange rates.  Bolívares filled with zeros that do not serve for nothing.

bollagra
Ball that is part of a necklace, which is often silver and hollow and carries some decorated signs.  Choker ball. 

bollicao
Bollycao is a type of sweet sponge cake, usually filled with chocolate, made by the company Bimbo in Spain.  Pastry
product with chocolate filling.  Its trade is mainly aimed at young people. 

bollito misto
It is a main course in Italy in the region of the Po, consisting of various cuts of meat boiled.

bollo
In Colombia is a jumble of cassava.  It is also used to say that it is beautiful.  Fecal sample.

bolluda
In Cuba it means bulky pubis and also lazy.  Woman who likes others to do their job.  Interestingly in some parts of
Colombia bolluda means beautiful, beautiful, cute (which looks like a bun, slender body.  bollito ) . 

bolludo
In Cuba it means bulging genitals and also lazy.  Haragán, who likes others to do their job.  In some parts of Colombia
bolludo means attractive, beautiful, beautiful, cute (it looks like a bun, slender body, bollito).  There is also the term
boludo which means bobo, fool, asshole. 

bolo
In Colombia we say the bolus to a creeping plant that produces pumpkins, we say white gourd, bowling. Piece of food
that cow cud. Another name that referred to the sport of bowling.

boloencierro
It is an animalist proposal, which aims to replace the bulls with a huge ball of rags in the famous runs of San Fermín is
Spain.

bololo
It means Rooster that lacks feathers in the tail.  Gallo colimocho.  Bololo (with accent) is chaos, lawlessness, disorder,
mess and anarchy.



bololó
In Colombia it means fuss, fighting, quarrel, fuss, bochinche, bulla, noise.

bolombo
It means stubby, plump.  That he is fat and short in stature. 

bolongo
In Argentina and in lunfardo language it means brothel.  They also say chongo.

bolos
Colombia is another of the names we give the bowling game.  Also in Colombia we say bowling to the fruits of the white
pumpkins, combines plant.  Pins, sticks, the game of 40 bowling clubs; in English 41 Bowling;

bolsa
Small bag of any type of material that is used to store things.  Talega, chuspa, jíquera.  It can also mean testicle. 

bolsa de pobresa
The correct phrase is poverty. It means meeting of donations to provide those most in need. Bag of donations.
Donations, charity. In Colombia is used more bags of charity or simply donations, Donaciones.Se sometimes used to
imply that with very little that has always can help others, thus " grain in full grain crop 34 hen; A grain of sand that is
always a sandy area will increase.

bolsa maleta
They can be synonymous with tula.

bolsas tristes
It means off, desganado, apathetic.

bolsicona
In the Nariño Department, in Colombia and Ecuador it is a large and simple blouse worn by indigenous or rural women. 
It means wide, simple, loose, loose, it looks like a bag.  It can also mean fat, obese, rolled.  By extension, rough woman,
crude or peasant.

bolsilla
Bag diminutive.  Small bag.

bolsonarización
It means converting to the ideas or proposals of Jair Bolsonaro, the current president of Brazil.  In essence it is to be
very radical and uncompromising in economic, health and environmental aspects. 

bolsón
It is a way of referring to a fool, pendejo, sonso, menso.  In vulgar language guevon.  Little intelligent person or person
shown very submissive to the abuses of others.  Big bag, backpack, backpack.  In geology is a depression or hollow. 
Last name of three characters in the Lord of the rings.  El Bolsón is an Argentine town in the province of Río Negro.



bolsudo
Very naïve and simple person.  Bobo , fool , asshole , Who lets himself be deceived with great ease.  Baggins,
credulous, boludo. 

boltonista
He can be a fan of the Bolton football club in England.  Also a follower or fan of singer Michael Bolton, the so-called
talentless clown, famous since playing "Jack Sparrow" alongside Lonely Island.  It's a way to call a muscular gay fan.  It
can also mean crazy or crazy, insane. 

bolturino
Relative to the vulture, which grabs, catches, which fishes.  It's a kind of nasa or net used for fishing.  Bolturina is a
Spanish town, currently uninhabited.  It belongs to the municipality of Secastilla in the Province of Huesca.  There is also
Volturino con v , which is the name of a small Italian village in the Province of Foggia

boluda
In Colombia it means that it has ball shape, spherical shape.  In Argentina means silly, stupid.

boludear
It means wandering, wandering, doing nothing, wasting time.  Haraganear, perish, slop.

boludeses
It is a term used in Argentina and means stupidity, naivety, nonsense, nonsense, tontadas, sonsadas, Follies. What
makes the idiot.

boludez
What says or makes an idiot.  It means stupidity, stupidity, pendejada, idiocy, foolishness, sandez, nonsense,
lovey-dovey, rubbish, donkey, stupidity.  estolidez.

boludo
It means unfriendly person, It also means brute, idiot, foolish, naïve. 

bom bom
It is the name of a competition that exists in Brazil where you choose the best back.  There are also words bon-bon or
Bonbon tas.  In Colombia is the name of a candy that has a stick to grab it.  It has the advantage that you can remove
and back into the mouth without spread sweet toes.  Also it is called Lollipop or Columbine.  Blossom, is also an
augmentative of pump.

bombachas
It means pump, domed-shaped.  They are clothing (usually pants) very large or wide sleeves and very resistant fabric. 
own and Gaucho Cowboys of the pampas clothing.  Lady pants.  calzonwa, panties.

bombarda
Explosive, Harry Potter spells used to break down walls.  The name of a weapon very ancient artillery, predecessor of
the Canyon.  Sahi, Turkish weapon like a cannon.  Also reportedly bombard to a musical instrument of wind, usually
from wood and double tongue.



bombardear
It means attacking intensely with bombs or missiles. 

bombardeo
Widespread attack carried out with bombs or missiles. 

bombay
Name of a metropolis and an ancient state in India.  It is also called Mumbai.  Name of a breed of cats.  Name of a
human blood phenotype.  Name of a U.S. locality in New York State. 

bomberazo
It is an augmentative of fireman.  Large or burly firefighter.  A firefighter who stands out above the others.

bombilla
It is the feminine of bulb.  Bulb glass with copper fibers that allow illuminating an enclosure in the dark through an
electrical connection.   In Colombia we say bulb, bulb, luminaire, lamp, lamp, lantern.

bombillo
In Colombia means focus, light bulb.  lamp, lamp, globe.   Bulbs or lamps that provide light.  Ignite the bulb is lit, have a
great new idea.  Thinking.

bombo
It is a musical instrument, membranophone, similar to a drum.  It has a serious sound and is used to mark the rhythm. 
Timbal, box, drum, atabal.  Colombia hype also means noise, flutter, propaganda, boasting, coba, tone unit.  MADCAP,
stunned.  bulge, inflated, boasts.

bombocha
bombocha is incorrectly written, and should be written as Bishop being its meaning:<br>The correct term used in
Colombia is Bishop.  Type of sleeves both blouse or pants that give the appearance of being inflated.  Pump, globose,
domed shaped.  .

bomboclat
It can literally mean.  It is a term used among tweeters and of Jamaican Rastafarian origin.  With this term you can ask
for the opinion of the interlocutor or to mention a memory that generates the subject treated or an exposed image.  It is
more indicated hypoclaat, with double a and is considered the replacement of "sco pa tu manaa".

bombona
In Colombia, it is the same as pipette, cylinder or bullet.  Container, metal, similar to a bottle, which usually are
transported or packaged flammable gases.  Cylinder, with tilde is the name of a farm in Pasto, Nariño, where it was a
battle of the liberating campaign.  It is at the foot of the Galeras volcano.

bombonas
It is plural of bombona .  In the Antioquia region of Colombia it is a way of calling gas pipes or cylinders, fuel for stoves. 
. 



bombones
Plural of the chocolate.  In Colombia can be chocolate sweets, filled with liqueurs or fruit honeys.  They can also be
spherical and hard sweets, which have a stick to hold them while they are consumed.  Sweets, candies.  You can tell
them pacifiers or Colombinas.  In Colombia we also say chocolates to beautiful women, pretty women.

bomboto
In Puerto Rico It is a kind of round, small and sweet bread.  It is used more bombotó, with tilde.  It is the name of a song
of geometric splendor that is a Spanish group of industrial music.  .

bomnierw
bomnierw is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bomniierw" as meaning:<br>It is a very rare female name.
Does not have namesakes ( as 41.

bonané
Gift, present, gift, Christmas bonus, pence.  It is a Spanish way to say Bonne Année (in French happy new year).  In
Dominican Republic is a gift, usually given to children the first of January (new year).  It was becoming tradition by
emulation to a custom of Haiti.

bonanzas
It's the plural of bonanza.  It means times or times of prosperity, boom, well-being, opulence.  Calm, stillness, serenity,
tranquility,

bonatú
In Dominican Republic, it means that it fits all.  It is a gallicism which is formed from the French phrase "Bon tous". 
Fabric very used by peasants who cut cane.  Alistão.  It is common for use close to the border with Haiti.

bonatú
In Dominican Republic, it means that it fits all.  It is a gallicism which is formed from the French phrase "Bon tous". 
Fabric very used by peasants who cut cane.  Alistão.  It is common for use close to the border with Haiti.

bonatú
In Dominican Republic, it means that it fits all.  It is a gallicism which is formed from the French phrase "Bon tous". 
Fabric very used by peasants who cut cane.  Alistão.  It is common for use close to the border with Haiti.

bonatú
In Dominican Republic, it means that it fits all.  It is a gallicism which is formed from the French phrase "Bon tous". 
Fabric very used by peasants who cut cane.  Alistão.  It is common for use close to the border with Haiti.

bonaverense
It means that it is native to Buenaventura, a Colombian municipality in the Department of the Valley and port over the
Pacific Ocean. 

bonche
In Colombia it means fight, Brawl, rina, get, jaleo.



bondalizar
Tendency to act with kindness, tendency to do good.  Tendency to act with good intentions. 

bondi
In Argentina and Uruguay, and in lunfardo language is a way to call the collective public transport service, bus, omnibus.

bondia
It is a free daily newspaper in Catalan, which circulates in Andorra and Lleida (Lleida).  The name of a publishing house
Andorrana which publishes a newspaper in catalan, also called Bondia.  In Portuguese it means good day or Hello
(greeting).

bondiola
The bondiola (also called bondiolita) is the name of a product of charcuterie in Argentina, made from beef and pork fat. 
It is a compacted through a membrane and several threads.  In Italian it is called capocollo.  COPPA, Italian capicolla.

bondo
It is a brand of putty of American origin that is used in automotive repairs. 

bonega
It's a way to call a Bone Mineral Density (BMD) test.  It is used to detect osteoporosis.  Em Esperanto language means
superb, excellent, excellent. 

bonete
The name of one of the four stomachs of ruminant.  Snood, cayo.  It is a type of hat or CAP that use clerics or prelates
of the Church.  The name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Albacete.  Type of German or German logo.

boneteria
It is a commercial establishment where they sell clothes and underwear. 

bong
In laboratory is the name of an instrument or glass device, used for filtration.  It is also called a pipe or water pipe. 
Cylindrical tube used for smoking.  Small narguile. 

bongo
In Colombia a Bongo is a cargo ship which is used in the large rivers of the Orinoco and the Amazon. It is the name of
one of the largest African antelopes, its scientific name is Tragelaphus eurycerus. The bongos or Bongo, is a musical
percussion instrument, membranophone, which has two concentric troncoconos United with a slat of wood.  Performer is
called bongosero.  It is widely used in Cuba.

boniato
It is one of the common names given in Cuba to sweet potato or taro.  It is a tuber similar to potato or Yam, although it
has a sweet taste.  It is native to the Orinoco and it was domesticated in the Peru.  Its scientific name is Ipomoea
batatas and is of the family Convolvulaceae.  Other common names such as: sweet potato, sweet potato, sweet potato,
sweet potato.



bonico
You want to say in a whisper, in whispers, very quietly, quietly.

bonitas
It is a qualifying adjective feminine, which means beautiful, beautiful, pleasant, attractive, beautiful, pretty, churras.

bonito
In biology, it is one of the common names for a marine teleost fish.  It belongs to the Scombridae family.  It is similar to
tuna.  It is also known as barrel, albacore or albacore tuna.  Its scientific name is Thunnus alalunga.  It is the name of
three municipalities in Brazil (States of Pará, Pernambuco and Matto Grosso do Sul).  Name of Italian village in the
Province of Avelino.  Como0 adjective means beautiful, beautiful, cute, attractive, graceful. 

bonito pesce
They are words in Portuguese language. They mean Bonito fish. Bonito is a marine fish abundant in the Atlantic Ocean,
in the family Scombridae. It is very appreciated and its scientific name is Sarda sarda.

bono
Artistic name of an Irish musician, whose real name is Paul David Hewson.  In Finance it is a value role, usually
represented by a debt title.  In Colombia it is a type of collaboration that many schools demand.  Paper that represents a
given value. 

bonobo bonoba
They are the names of male and female of a primate, also known as pygmy chimpanzees.  Gracil chimpanzee or
chimpanzee eneno. Its scientific name is Pan paniscus.  They belong to the family Hominidae. 

bononia
Roman name to the city and colony, which had been founded by the Etruscans, with the name of Felsina.  It is the name
in Romano, of several ancient cities : Boulogne-sur-Mer, in France; Vidín in Bulgaria; Banostor in Serbia and Bologna or
Bologna in Italy.  Name of an asteroid, named after the city of Bologna in Italy.  

bonso
I think Bonzo is more suitable, with z.  Refers to a way of calling Buddhist monks or priests.  It is a term of Japanese
origin.  It is also called bonzo style a way to immolate a person, impregnating himself with fuel and setting himself on
fire.

boñiga
In Colombia is the manure of cattle or cattle.  Excrement of the res.  Fertilizer natural, bovinasa, fiemo, Duff.  Cow poop.

book store
They are words of the English language. Literally it means Books store. Library.

boomer
It is an English language term.  It is the way to call the generation of people born in the post-war decade between 1945
and 1955.  They are also called baby boomers or masduritos.  They are sesentones or they begin to be setentones.  It
means that they thunder, that they sound, resonators, thunderers, that make themselves felt, that they give rise, that



they rumble. 

booster
It's a way to call a pressure brake or air brake.  Booster, sound or voltage. 

boque
block is written incorrectly and it should be written as "Boqueé, boqueó." being its meaning:<br>It is synonymous with
wheezing, panting, blushing, snorting or wheezing. Appetizer is breathing with difficulty. I boqueé and it boqueó are
some inflections of appetizer.

boqueburro
It is a pejorative term to refer to a person ugly or unpleasant factions.  In Colombia we say trompeburro, jeteburro.  It
also means big or outgoing jaw.

boquense
It can be related to the Barrio La Boca of Buenos Aires or a fan of the Boca Juniors football team.  Born in the La Boca
neighborhood in Buenos Aires.  Xeneixe , zeneize , bostero . 

boquete
Hollow usually large and round that is made in a wall.  Narrow entrance to a place.  Break made in a wall or wall. 


